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Free Essay: Comparing the Pursuit of the American Dream by Jay Gatsby and The American Dream in Death of a
Salesman by Arthur Miller, and The Great.

He has a big house, a good and expensive car, and piles of the best clothes. He believed that by becoming
wealthy, buying an extravagant home and throwing huge parties, Daisy would finally see his worth, leave her
husband, Tom, and love Gatsby again. Overall, his forceful behaviour has not only ruined his own mental state
but broke his relationship with Daisy. Since bootlegging was illegal, it would have required protecting
himself, constant networking and keeping his work a secret. It seems that Willy lives in a fantasy world, as he
thinks that everyone around him likes him and his sales activities. On the other hand, Willy also tries his hand
in achieving the American dream; however, not by material possession, but by the intangible characteristics;
that of being well liked and his personality traits. Despite the massive obstacles that kept blocking him from
attaining the American dream, he still stuck to his guns. All of these rewards will come to those willing to
work and sacrifice enough for it. Works Cited Fitzgerald, F. His idea of the American dream, however, is
already a diminutive version of the real thing. Both Kane and Gatsby are representations of the American
dream, and as we read into their stories we see that time and the dream become so intertwined that it is hard to
see them apart For Jay, the flaw is in his utter idealism. Both of these works demonstrate the lengths that some
people will go to in order to achieve the stereotypical life of a rich, successful and powerful American, which
is often referred to as the American dream. The more Gatsby tries, the more he wants. Jay seems to have
everything that he has desired in the past. Fitzgerald and is also about the pursuit of the American dream.
Willy Loman has also never achieved his dream. Another idea common to both is infidelity. The American
Dream includes starting from nothing and being able to prosper with a family unit and a successful career.
Scott Fitzgerald scrutinizes the collapse of the American dream through Jay Gatsby. In addition, Willy also
believes that success is a direct result of the number of people, who will attend your funeral. He also has a
troubled relationship with his family, especially his sons Biff and Happy, both of whom are jobless and
unsuccessful. In the end, Gatsby is tragically killed. This is true when, for example, his neighbor gives him an
offer. Sample body paragraph: Jay Gatsby grew up a very poor boy, but he loved the love of his life, Daisy,
very much. With the failure of both these characters to actually achieve the real American dream of happiness
from security, their lives are eventually wasted. Willy Loman and Gatsby are characters fascinated and easily
dominated by the American dream that destroys them. The Great Gatsby parallels to the characteristic of what
the American dream is to most people. We are finally shown that Jay Gatsby never achieved his American
dream. Daisy becomes the paragon of everything that he hopes to be â€” rich, powerful, and beautiful.


